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Thank you and welcome to today’s conference call to discuss Coherent’s second fiscal quarter financial 

results.  

I would like to remind everyone that some information provided during this call may include forward-

looking statements, including, without limitation, statements about Coherent’s future events, bookings, 

anticipated financial results, financial guidance, the expected completion and timing of the recently 

announced Rofin-Sinar transaction, and expected benefits and other information related to the 

transaction.   

These forward looking statements may contain such words as “expects,” “will,” “anticipates,” or 

“intends.”  These forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties 

and assumptions that are difficult to predict and may cause actual results to vary significantly.  Factors 

that could cause actual results to differ materially include the risks associated with demand for our 

products; our ability to convert bookings into revenue; worldwide and regional economic conditions; the 

risk that the proposed transaction may not be completed in a timely manner or at all; the challenges 

and costs of closing, integrating and achieving anticipated synergies; and the risk that the proposed 

transaction disrupts current plans and operations and potential employee distraction and retention 

difficulties.   

These and other risks are set forth in more detail in Coherent’s periodic SEC filings including our most 

recent Form 10-K, Form 10-Q and Forms 8-K.  These forward looking statements reflect beliefs, 

estimates, and predictions as of today, and Coherent expressly assumes no obligation to update any 

such forward looking statements.   

I will now turn the call over to John Ambroseo, Coherent’s President and Chief Executive Officer. 
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Thanks, Bret.  

 

Good afternoon everyone and welcome to our second fiscal quarter conference call. It has been an 

extraordinary three months for Coherent during which we announced a major transaction and shattered 

the bookings record.  I want to commend my colleagues for their focus and hard work to make this 

happen. 



Quarterly Results 

We posted record setting bookings of $496.4 million in the second fiscal quarter, representing 

increases of 81.8% against the prior bookings record set in our first fiscal quarter and 125.1% 

compared to the prior year period. The book-to-bill for the second quarter was 2.48.   

 

Scientific  

Scientific orders of $26.6 million decreased 21.1% sequentially and were nominally flat compared to the 

prior year period.   

Several factors affected Q2 scientific bookings including seasonal effects, a slow start to China’s new 

five-year plan, and a delay in increased NIH funding reaching researchers.  We believe these issues 

will self-correct over the next few quarters.   

Ultrafast applications continue to dominate the research landscape.  The two largest areas are 

multiphoton imaging and time-resolved spectroscopy, where the lasers serve as cameras with 

ridiculously short shutter speeds.  Historically, research lasers have been in their own class, but the 

emergence of short pulse processing in materials processing, medical therapeutics and 

microelectronics is starting to drive a convergence of research and commercial platforms.  For 

example, we introduced the Monaco™, an all fiber, ultrafast laser with easily selectable performance for 

processing everything from semiconductors to eyeballs.  The Monaco has now been mated to a new 

optical parametric amplifier, the Opera-F™, to produce tunable wavelengths for use in MPE and 

spectroscopy.  At the same time, it brings products built to commercial standards into the research 

market, which should improve reliability and lower operating costs for the scientific community. 

 

Instrumentation and OEM Components 

Record instrumentation and OEM components orders of $58.9 million increased 95.9% sequentially 

and 3.2% versus the prior year period.  The large sequential swing reflects the timing of certain OEM 

orders as well as key design wins.   

Bioinstrumentation orders were fueled by several large P.O.’s from core accounts, record demand for 

integrated subsystems and increased adoption of clinical applications from cytometry to DNA 

sequencing.  Design wins in several clinical applications also bodes well for future business. And as I 

have said on past occasions, we believe the market will continue to migrate towards subsystems.  This 

plays to the breadth and depth of the OBIS™ platform. 

The medical OEM market roared back to life with orders nearly tripling on a sequential basis.  

Customers cited improved confidence in market conditions when placing longer-term orders for 

ophthalmic, predominantly in vision correction, and aesthetic products for hair removal.  Demand for 

medical consumables was also very good due to market share gains leading to an increased number of 

procedures on the part of our customers. 

 

 

 



Microelectronics 

 

Microelectronics orders of $367.8 million rose 94.7% sequentially and 248.8% compared to the prior 

year period.   

The buildout of OLED capacity generated more than $300 million of orders for Linebeam 1000, 

Linebeam 1500 and UV Blade systems in the second quarter.  The UV Blade is used for laser lift-off in 

flexible OLEDs.  These systems will be delivered to end customers in South Korea, Japan and China.  

We can’t disclose the mix since certain products are tied to specific end customers.  Our biggest 

challenge is managing changes to customers’ delivery requests, which have occurred as they have 

updated and refined their execution plans.  To meet these requests, we are dedicating one Linebeam 

1000 and one Linebeam 1500, which would have been revenue units in Q3 and Q4 of fiscal 2016, to 

optics qualification. In other words, we’re slowing down to speed up. There is an additional large 

tranche of orders in excess of $100 million remaining in the current buildout phase that we expect to 

book before the end of the current fiscal year.  The combined capacity will support a share inversion 

between LTPS-LCD and OLED for mobile from 80:20 today to 20:80 by 2019.  Any broad adoption of 

OLED in tablet, computer or automotive displays would require significant upgrades to older LTPS tools 

and/or additional capacity. 

The outlook for semi capex spending is flat to slightly up in 2016.  We expect investments to be made 

to increase capacity at 10nm.  Semi service revenue is also rising as chip inventories have come down 

and utilization rates have climbed.  Given the flatness in handset sales, the API market is slow and 

stable with project specific activity.  This will likely be the norm until the feature size shrinks or the 

material set changes. 

 

Materials Processing 

Record materials processing orders of $43.2 million increased 112.4% sequentially and 36.6% versus 

the prior year period.  

The bookings performance was led by very strong demand from cutting and converting of metals and 

non-metals that included a major win for aluminum cutting in consumer electronics and multiple orders 

for textile processing.  We also received record orders from automotive manufacturing OEMs and had 

very good results for additive manufacturing applications. 

While Chinese customers contributed to these results, the broader Chinese market remained volatile. 

Low-power marking and engraving, a staple of the Chinese market, recovered from a weak Q1, but is 

still soft.  The bounce that typically follows Chinese New Year has not fully materialized.  The sheet 

metal market, which has also been slow for the past couple of quarters, appears to be improving.  It will 

have to accelerate further to repeat the outstanding results from 2015. 

Our second generation fiber laser platform has been qualified by an OEM for welding and cutting 

including copper.  It is a notable milestone for the team.  The validation process is ongoing and we look 

forward to further qualification decisions in cladding and cutting. 

 

 



Acquisition Update  

Following the mid-March announcement that Coherent had agreed to acquire Rofin-SINAR in an all-

cash transaction, both parties have been focused on various filings and integration planning.  We 

continue to expect that we will be able to close the transaction in six to nine months from the date of 

announcement.  Rofin has filed their preliminary proxy and should be announcing a date for their 

special meeting shortly.   

 

Wrap 

 We have two substantial opportunities ahead of us in the OLED buildout and the Rofin acquisition.  

The team executing the OLED ramp is focused on delivery schedules and the long-term service 

annuity, which includes an eventual transition to contract rather than event-driven service. The 

intercompany team working on integration is assessing how to best support the combined customer 

base, create revenue and cost synergies and finalize the plan for the first 100 days.  Both opportunities 

provide substantial revenue upside, earnings power and cash generation. As we previously mentioned, 

we will use the cash flow to aggressively pay down the acquisition financing.  Needless to say, we are 

very excited about what the OLED ramp and the acquisition can do for our customers, the company 

and our shareholders. 

I’ll now turn the call over to Kevin Palatnik, Coherent’s Executive Vice President and Chief Financial 

Officer.  KP, you’re up. 
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Thank you, John.  

Today, I’ll first summarize second quarter fiscal 2016 financial results then move to the outlook for Q3. 

I’ll discuss primarily non-GAAP financial results and ask that you refer to today’s press release for a 

detailed description of our GAAP results, as well as a reconciliation between GAAP and non-GAAP 

financial results. The non-GAAP adjustments relate primarily to stock-based compensation expense, 

amortization of intangible assets, acquisition expense and the related tax adjustments. The full text of 

today’s prepared remarks and trended GAAP and non-GAAP supplemental financial information will be 

posted on the Coherent Investor Relations website. A replay of this webcast will also be made available 

for approximately 90 days following the call. 



 

Highlights of the Quarter 

Second quarter fiscal 2016 financial results for the company’s key operating metrics were: 

 Bookings of $496.4 million dollars, 

 Total Revenue of $199.9 million dollars, 

 Non-GAAP Gross Margin of 45.3%, 

 Non-GAAP EBITDA % of 20.9%, and  

 Non-GAAP EPS of $1.04 

 

Bookings 

John talked about our record bookings quarter of $496.4 million dollars in detail, so I will move on to the 

P&L. 

 

 

Sales 

Net sales for the second quarter of $199.9 million increased $9.6 million or approximately 5% 

sequentially. Sales increased sequentially in all four of the markets we serve. Approximately half of 

Q2’s sequential increase was in the materials processing market where we saw an increase in 

shipments related to marking and cutting.  

Geographically, Asia accounted for 51% of the company’s revenues for the second quarter, the US 

27%, Europe 16% and rest of the world 6%. Asia includes two territories with revenues greater than 

10% of total sales. Specifically, Japan and South Korea represented 25% and 14% of second quarter 

revenues, respectively. 

Total backlog of $707 million at the end of the second quarter is also a record for the company. The 
shippable backlog, defined as shippable within the next 12 months, is approximately $469 million. This 
includes $225 million or approximately 48% of shippable bookings related to flat panel display 
applications. The comparable shippable backlog at the end of the first quarter was $370 million, of 
which, $169 million or approximately 46% related to flat panel displays. 
 
Other product and service revenues for the second quarter of fiscal 2016 were $59 million or 
approximately 29% of sales. Other product revenue consists of spare parts, related accessories and 
other consumable products and was 23% of sales, representing growth of 3% compared to last quarter. 
Revenue from services and service agreements were approximately 6% of sales, virtually flat 
sequentially.  
 
We had one customer in Japan, an integrator to large flat panel display manufacturers, who contributed 

more than 10% of the company’s second quarter revenues. 

 

Gross Profit, Operating Expenses, Operating Margin 

 

Second quarter non-GAAP gross profit, excluding stock-based compensation charges and intangibles 



amortization was $90.6 million, or 45.3% of sales, which compares to 45.1% last quarter. The 

sequential increase of 20 basis points was mainly the result of favorable operating leverage due to 

higher production volumes.  

Although non-GAAP operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense, intangibles 

amortization and acquisition-related costs, increased sequentially in absolute terms, they were 26.8% 

of sales and came in better than the guidance of 27.5% to 28.0%.  

Non-GAAP Operating Margin was 18.5% for our second quarter and when depreciation and deferred 

comp expenses are excluded, we yield a non-GAAP EBITDA% of 20.9%. This is approximately the 

mid-point of our longer term goal of 19% to 23%.  

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Turning to the balance sheet, cash, cash equivalents and short term investments was $361 million at 

the end of Q2, an increase of approximately $25 million compared to the end of last quarter. 

International cash, primarily in Europe, was $323 million or approximately 90% of the total cash and 

investment balance. About 70% of the total cash and short term investments is denominated in dollars. 

Similar to last quarter, we ended the quarter with $5 million of short term borrowings. Operating cash 

flow for the quarter was approximately $31 million, primarily driven by increases in working capital.  

Accounts receivable DSO was 68 days, similar to last quarter. However, we expect to see fluctuations 

in our DSO based on the timing of our larger flat panel display systems shipments during future 

quarters.  

The net Inventory balance at the end of second quarter was approximately $179 million. This is a 

sequential increase of $21 million primarily due to increased WIP levels to support the flat panel display 

demand ramp up. 

Capital spending for the quarter was $11.5 million or 5.7% of sales.  

 

Third quarter of fiscal year 2016 guidance 

 

Now, I’ll turn to our outlook for the third quarter of fiscal 2016.  

We expect our third quarter fiscal 2016 revenue to be in the range of $205 to $215 million. As was 

identified in the Q1 earnings call, the impact of the significant increase in the flat panel display backlog 

will positively impact our fiscal 2016 second half and future revenues. This impact is more significantly 

skewed to our fourth and future quarters than to Q3. Having said that and given the magnitude of Q1 & 

Q2 bookings, I’m compelled to talk about fiscal 2017 as well. We expect 2017 revenue to be in the 

range of $950 million to $1 billion dollars excluding the Rofin transaction. Clearly, this is a wider range 

than our quarterly guidance since the revenue driver in this timeframe will be the Linebeam 1000 and 

1500’s and they range in list price from approximately $10 to 20 million dollars.    

Now returning to our outlook for Q3. We expect the third quarter non-GAAP gross margin to be in the 

range of 42.5% to 44.5%, a temporary decrease from this quarter’s results mainly due to manufacturing 



inefficiencies related to the ramp up of flat panel displays. Non-GAAP gross margin excludes 

intangibles amortization of $1.3 million and stock compensation costs estimated at $0.7 million. 

Non-GAAP Operating margin for the third quarter is expected to be in the range of 15.0% to 18.0%. 

This excludes intangibles amortization estimated at a total of $2.0 million and stock compensation 

expense of a total of approximately $5.6 million. 

Other income and expense is estimated to be immaterial. We do not include transaction gains and 

losses related to future changes in foreign exchange rates in our outlook. 

We expect our non-GAAP tax rate to be in the range of approximately 27%-28% for the fiscal year. 

And, finally, we are assuming weighted outstanding shares of 24.4 million for the third quarter. 

With regard to our participation at upcoming conferences, we’ll be presenting at the Stifel Technology 

conference on June 7th in San Francisco and the CJS conference in White Plains, NY on July 12th. 

 

I’ll now turn the call back over to the operator for the Q&A session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


